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1 Introduction
The complete quantum theory of gravity stands as one of the most relevant and loftiest goals
of theoretical high energy physics. While prospects for the experimental test of our theories
of gravity are challenging due to the smallness of the Planck lenght LP, this also means
that the low energy theory of gravity can be treated perturbatively in LP to a very, very
good approximation. This expansion on a small distance or large mass scale LP = (MP)
 1
is the basis of Eective Field Theory (EFT), a scheme in which gravity ts seamlessly [2{
4]. As such quantum corrections in the low energy theory of gravity are well dened and
calculable. Computational methods exist since half a century to obtain these corrections;
the most developed being the coordinate-representation based heat kernel [5{14]. Within
this technique an expansion characterized by Schwinger-DeWitt coecients is appropriate
for the computation of short distance contributions and in particular UV divergences.
Momentum representation techniques have also been studied [15{18] to a lesser extent.
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This letter adds to the techniques for loop computations by introducing a covariant
momentum representation which treats on equal footing local internal and space-time sym-
metries. The technique, dubbed covariant derivative expansion (CDE), indeed originates
from gauge theories and was proposed in [1, 19] and more recently developed in [20{23]
whereas here it is extended to gravity. This method presents a number dierences with
previous works on momentum-representation in gravity [15{18], one of them is the central
role in the CDE of a covariant description in momentum space. What we mean by this can
be sketched for local space-time (internal) symmetries as follows: the naive transformation
to momentum representation r ! iq +   (r ! iq +A) does not display gauge covariance
when one integrates over ddq leaving   (A) behind; this is addressed in the CDE with a
transformation that trades the dependence on connection   (gauge eld A) for curvature
(eld strength). Previous literature on momentum representation approached the prob-
lem starting from the propagator and extracted covariant results by e.g. the use Riemann
normal coordinates around at space [15]. Another dierence is that the technique is de-
veloped here, as opposed to diagrammatic computations, using functional methods with
a covariant description in eld variables, in particular in the metric g . This description
is relevant for non-linear theories [24{26] and hence for gravity [27]. Lastly the common
usage of the CDE and recent surge in the study of EFT (and even automatization [28{32])
in the eld of beyond the Standard Model physics gives the method the potential to make
loop computations in gravity readily accessible to said community and application of de-
velopments in each eld available to the other. An instance of this cross-talk is how [33]
used results in [34] for EFT in gravity.
As an application of the CDE method to gravity, the UV divergences at one loop
generated by gravitational interactions for Hilbert-Einstein gravity with a cosmological
constant (CC) and scalar, fermions and vector bosons is computed. A good deal of these
results have been in the literature for some time [35{37] and we nd agreement, after the
pertinent connection is established. The main point to be aware of for these comparisons
is that here a covariant description on the elds is applied and so use of the equations of
motion is required to compare with those works which do not use this description.
The paper is organized as follows: section 2 lays out the functional formulation of one
loop corrections and computes the eld-covariant second order variation of the action. Sec-
tion 3 presents the transformation and the resulting covariant momentum-representation
for gravity and applies it to the second variation of the action. Section 4 gives an explicit
formula to evaluate one loop corrections and combines the previous results to compute the
UV divergences for the theory of section 2. Finally section 5 compares the present method
with the heat kernel.
The reader interested in the computational method only can nd the transformation in
section 3.1, the evaluation of the determinant in section 4 and contrast with other methods
in section 5. The reader interested in the UV divergent terms for Hilbert-Einstein with
cosmological constant and spin 0; 1=2; 1 matter will nd intermediate steps in section 3.2,
eqs. (3.28), (3.34), and results in 4.1, eqs. (4.18){(4.20), (4.32){(4.37), (4.57).
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Our conventions are a at metric as  =Diag(1; 1; 1; 1) and
rA = @A +  A [r;r ]A  RA R  R (1.1)
where we note that part of the literature uses an opposite-sign denition for R [2]. Given
that in section 4 dimensional regularization is used we write our formulae in d dimensions
with d in the vicinity of 4.
2 Second order covariant variation of the action
Functional methods have been applied to particle physics over the decades and the recent
literature contains complete and accessible descriptions [20, 21] to which we refer the reader
for the detailed formulation; here rather we shall start from a number of results in the
literature whose combination is required to tackle gravity. The one-loop corrections to the
action can be synthesized into a Gaussian integral as, formally,
eiS[^]e =
Z
DeiS[^]+iS[^]+
i
2
()22S[^]+O(3) ' eiS[^]  12 tr(log( 2S[^])) ; (2.1)
with ^ the background eld, Se the eective action and the last equality valid to one loop.
The one point to be underlined here is that, if one were to use a dierent variable for the
eld related as  = (') the second variation 2S does not transform as a true tensor,
()2
2S

=

'

'
2 2S

= (')2
2S
''
  (')2 
2
''
S

; (2.2)
this one can remedy making use of a (true) 2-tensor, the metric in eld space:
@G()@
! @'@
@'
G()
@
@'
@' = @'G0(')@' ; (2.3)
and a covariant derivative in eld space [24] DiV j = iV j +  ^jikV k. In particular for the
action (taken to be a scalar) we have:
DS = S

; D2S = 
2S
ij
   ^kij
S
k
;  ^ =
(G 1)kl
2

Gli
j
+
Gjl
i
  Gij
l

; (2.4)
where we note that this applies even if one started with a constant metric G and for some
reason wanted to perform a non-linear change of eld variable. In this way the covariant
one loop action result, including the invariant measure in eld space
p
GD reads, to the
one-loop level
iSe [^] = log
Z p
GD eiS+iDS+i
2D2S=2

= iS[^]  1
2
tr(log( (D2S[^])G 1)) ; (2.5)
where the product (D2S[^])G 1 makes an operator with a covariant and a contra-variant
index in eld-variable-indexes and hence the trace is an `invariant' result, meaning an ex-
pression for which physicists who choose to describe a system with dierent eld variables
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agree on. This covariant description does as well preserve the (linear & non-linear) sym-
metries of the original action at the loop level which one can realise in this formalism as a
specic change of variable.
Let us then turn to the action at hand to rst determine (D2S[^])G 1, here considered
is the Hilbert-Einstein action with a cosmological constant and spin 0,1/2 and 1 matter,
S =
Z
dV
 
1
22
(2 R) + 1
2
 rr m22+  y i !r 2  + 14FF 
!
; (2.6)
with dV = ddx
p g, 2 = 8GN where GN is Newton's constant. This action describes the
Standard Model (SM) plus gravity in the limit of vanishing SM couplings (gauge, Yukawa
and quartic) and so with   4  10 66 eV2 we believe it describes nature in said limit.
For the covariant action the rst variation of the action w.r.t. the metric is needed
S
g
=
Z
dV
 
  1
22

g
2
(R  2) R

+
1
2

g
2
 
@2  m22
  @@
+
i
4
 y
 
g
 !r   
 !r  +  !r 
2
!
 +
1
8
g(FF )  1
2
(FF )
!
; (2.7)
whereas for matter elds we have linear realizations, that is, with the chosen variables their
`metrics' are at and hence  ^[;  ;A] = 0. The metric itself (g) in contrast does have a
`metric' (G;), not to dwell in linguistics let us anticipate results and simply give it here:
G;(g) =
1
4

g(g)   gg

;  ^; =  
1
8
g
(
(g
(
)g
)) ; (2.8)
where parenthesis around indixes denotes symmetrization V(W) = VW + VW and
with the opposite placing of indices as usual yet this convention follows from our compo-
nent eld g . This somewhat unfamiliar language might be more accessible if we note
that the graviton propagator or the inverse of the two point action contains the inverse of
the metric G, G 1; = g(g)   gg. Otherwise this treatment for a covariant result
is not new in gravity and is related to what is at times termed a Vilkovisky's action [27].
The covariant second order variation then reads
D2S  1
2
g2D2S + 1
2
2
2S

=
1
2

g
2S
gg
g

+

g
S
g
g

+
1
2
2
2S

: (2.9)
Next the explicit expression for (D2S[^])G 1 arising from each piece of the action in (2.6)
is given, for which purpose we dene:
S(2)n =
1
2
2D2Sn =
Z
dVL (2)n ; fSng = fSg ; S ; S ; SAg : (2.10)
2.1 Hilbert-Einstein and cosmological constant
The covariant second order variation of the Hilbert-Einstein action with a cosmological
constant reads (with an abuse of notation we compute variations from eq. (2.6) with g !
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g + g so that the background eld is g which is also understood to raise and lower
indices from now on)
S(2)g =
Z  pjgj
42

(g)rrg   grrg  +
1
2
gr2g   1
2
(g)r2(g)
+Rgg   (g)Rg + R  2
4
(g)2

ddx ; (2.11)
where a two-index object within parenthesis means it is traced over, (g) = gg
 . As
with other gauge theories, the path integral has a large redundant integration volume
associated here to the linearised symmetry:
g = g +r() ; (2.12)
which one disposes of with the Faddeev-Popov procedure. The function , X(g) = r:g: 
r(g) is used for gauge xing and requires of an extra term in the action
1 =
Z
D (X (g)) det

X (g)


=
Z
D (X (g))
Z
DcDce i
R
dV c(gr2+R)c ;
(2.13)
with c the wrong-statistics auxiliary eld, our ghosts, and adding the term
S =
Z
1
82

rg   1
2
r(g)
2
dV ; (2.14)
leads to the Harmonic gauge when  = 1 which is selected here for computational simplicity.
In this gauge the kinetic term reads:
  1
42

g
2
r2g   1
4
(g)r2(g)

=  g
42
r2

1
4
g(g)   1
4
gg

g ; (2.15)
from where the metric in eq. (2.8) follows. Note that as for the overall normalization this
metric yields o-diagonal components as gGg = g2i<j + : : : for a at metric. As a nal
step we raise the index of one of the variations with the metric G so that the resulting
operator is ready to be traced over which results in a remarkably simple expression:
S
(2)
g++c =  
Z
dV c
 
gr2 +R

c (2.16)
 
Z
1
42
g

g(g

)
r2
2
+R ( )   gR + gg

(G  g)dV :
2.2 Scalars
The addition of a scalar eld brings an extra contribution to the graviton variation as well
as mixed   g terms:
S
(2)
 =
Z 
 1
2
r2+ 1
4

(@gg@)  (g)(@g@) + 1
4
(g)2((@)2  m22)

 (@g@) + (g)
2
(@@ m2)

dV ; (2.17)
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where again a two-index object within parenthesis means it is traced over and g in between
@ are taken as vector-matrix scalar products, e.g (@g@) = @g@
. The mixed
terms are removed here completing squares without modifying the measure [23]:
!   1r2 +m2
 
(r@(g)) +m2
2
  (rg@)
!
: (2.18)
This results into, after raising the index in the graviton variation
L
(2)
 = 
1
2
(r2 +m2) (2.19)
  g
42

2g

;;  g(m)
2
2

  
2
2
;(;( g
)
)

(G g)
  g
42

g(;;) g;

r+m2g
 2
r2 +m2
 r(;) +gm2(Gg)
where, to keep the equations of manageable length we have used the semi-colon notation
; = r and the explicit r's are to be taken as acting on everything on their right,
termed `open' derivatives.
A global transformation as g ! (1 +)g , ! (1 + 2 d4 ) leaves the action the
same (for m ! 0) whereas one can change the scalar action into
LCFT =  
1
2


r2   d  2
4(d  1)R

 ; (2.20)
for a locally scale-invariant action.
2.3 Fermions
The dieomorphism-invariant Weyl-fermion kinetic term in eq. (2.6) is, explicitly
i
2
 y
 !r = i
2
 ycec
 
@ +
[ab]
8
ea

@e
b; +  e
b;
!
 + h:c: (2.21)
where eaeb
ab = g , a = (1; ~), a = (1; ~), and  is a RH fermion ( _). In the
following a Greek letter (or symbol) as index for the sigma matrices denotes contraction
with the vierbein   e = aea  .
The second order covariant action is
S
(2)
 =
Z
i
2

 yr   h:c:+ i(rg)g


8
 y" 
+

(g)2
8
 yr + 1
8
 yggr   g
4
 ygr 

  h:c:
+

 y
(g)r  (gr)
2
 +  y
(g)r  (gr)
2
 

  h:c:

dV ; (2.22)
with " = eaeb e

ced
abcd, 0123 = 1. Here as well a eld redenition of the integrating
eld  can be used as
 !    1
r
(g)r  (gr)
2
 ; (2.23)
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to reduce the action to diagonal form
L
(2)
 =
i
2

 yr   h:c:+ i
8
(grg) y" 
+

(g)2
8
 yr + 1
8
 yggr   (g)
4
 ygr 

  h:c:
 

1
r
(g)r  (gr)
2
 
y (g)r  (gr)
2
   h:c:

; (2.24)
this variation, modulo the equation of motion piece, agrees with the Feynman rule for a
two-graviton two-fermion vertex as in [38]. The raising of the rear index of the operator in
metric space reads
L
(2)
 =
i
2
 y
 !r  (2.25)
  g
4
"
g
4
 
g yi ;    
yi( ;)
2
!
+ h:c:  1
16
n
 y"( (  g
)
) ;r
o
+
g yi( ;)
4
 
g
(
( 
y  i) ;) + i) ;)
16
+ h:c:
+
1
2
 
( ;)yg   ( 
;()y)
2
!
i

 !r
 
g
 ; + ( ;)
 #
(Gg)
where once more we resorted to semicolon for derivatives on background elds whereas the
remaining r act on anything on its arrow direction and f; g is the anticommutator. Here
as in the scalar case one has derivatives acting on the eld variation, i.e. `open' derivatives,
but as opposed to the spin 0,1 case the action is linear in r which is of relevance for
the loop integral analysis as shown in section 3. In addition we convert the Grassmanian
gaussian integral into an opposite-sign scalar integral as etr logO = e1=2tr log(OOy) for which
purpose the following relations are used
r[r] =
[ab]
8
ea;e

bR

 ; 
rr = r2   R
4
: (2.26)
2.4 Vector boson
For gauge vector bosons one has a kinetic term, in our matrix notation
SA =  
Z
ddx
p g
4
FFg
g =
Z
ddx
p g
4
(F F ) ; (2.27)
whose second order covariant variation reads
S
(2)
A =
Z
dV
 
1
4

(g)2
8
(FF ) + (FggF ) + (FgFg)  (g)(FgF )

+
1
4
((FF )  2(FFg)  2(FgF ) + (g)(FF ))
!
: (2.28)
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The gauge symmetry acting on the variation of the vector boson eld A is, in the limit
of vanishing gauge coupling,
(A) = A +r(x) : (2.29)
The second order variation on gauge elds, explicitly, is
 
p g
2
A

ggrr   gr2

A
=  
p g
2
A

ggrr +R   gr2

A ; (2.30)
which we supplement with gauge xing via the function X (A) = rA. The ghost
action is not innocuous even for a U(1) symmetry since it involves a eld-dependent ghost
Lagrangian as,
1 =
Z
D (X (A)) det

X (A)


=
Z
D (X (A))
Z
DcDce i
R
dV cr2c ; (2.31)
The gauge xing term L =  (rA)2=(2) is added to the action and the Feynman gauge
is selected in the following again for computational simplicity. As for the mixed terms, the
redenition that eliminates them is
A! A   1
2
(r2  R) 1!r

(gF + Fg)[!]   (g)F!

; (2.32)
which leaves behind the term
L
(2)
A   
1
8
r((gF + Fg)[])  (g)F )(r2  R) 1!r((gF + Fg)[!])  (g)F!) ;
that combines with the remaining terms to give
L
(2)
A++c =
1
2
A
 
gr2 RA cr2c (2.33)
  g
42
"
g

(FF )  g

4
(FF )

+g(FF ) F(F )  
(FF )
(
( g
)
)
2
 

g[(F )] gF 

r(r2 R) 1!r

g
[!
(F
]
)  gF!
#
(Gg) :
Collection of formulae. The one loop action then is the sum of the tr log of the
operators above as
S1loop =
i
2
tr [logOg]  itr [logOc ]+ i
2
tr [logO]  i
2
tr [logO ]+ i
2
tr [logOA]  itr [logOc] ;
where the operators are, for the dierent Lorentz representations considered here,
O = r2 +m2 ; Oc = r2 ; O = r2  
R
4
; OA = gr2  R ; (2.34)
Oc = gr2 +R ; Og =
g(g

)
2
r2 +R ( )   gR + gg +OT ; (2.35)
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where the matter-eld-dependent operator OT can be written as
OT G =  2
2pjgj
 
D2(
p
jgjLT ) +D
 

pjgjLT

!
1pjgjOD
 
(
pjgjLT )

!!
=
2pjgjD(pjgjT )  22 T 1O T (2.36)
where LT is the matter Lagrangian, T the stress-energy tensor,  
pjgjT =
2(
pjgjLT )=g = D(pjgjLT ) and D the covariant derivative in metric-eld space. The
rst term above contains the connection  ^ as in eq. (2.8) whereas the second term does
not since it is made up of rst derivatives only. The explicit form of OT here is collected
from eqs. (2.19), (2.25), (2.33).
3 Covariant derivative transformation and applications
This section presents the CDE transformation for gravity in momentum (q) representation
computed to fourth order. The transformation acts on derivatives and bacground elds
and their transformed form is also given to fourth order. It is useful to note that this
transformation is valid for elds with arbitrary spin. The second part of this section applies
the transformation to the second order covariant variation of the theory in section 2.
3.1 Covariant derivative transformation
Consider an operator O dened in eld space (x) which contains background elds (x)
and covariant derivativesr. Within the covariant derivatives of this operator we distinguish
between those that act solely on background elds [r ;(x)]  ; and those which are
open or act on everything to their right (including the eld-space that the operator is
dened on) with commutator notation, e.g. (O^  r = [r;]+ r). The standard
transformation to take O(r;) to momentum representation is:
e iqxO(r;)eiqx = O(iq +r;) (3.1)
where q is taken to be covariant q as opposed to the contravariant x
 so that ddqddx is
invariant. This representation turns spacetime derivatives @ acting on the `quantum' eld
one is integrating (tracing) over into iq yet this is not a manifestly covariant description;
in the present case there is in addition the connection   in our covariant derivatives. A
general and simple way of evaluating the operator in a covariant manner all throughout is
to perform a unitary transformation which turns covariant derivatives into eld strenghts,
i.e. commutators of r [1]. The naive application of this procedure to gravity nonetheless
does not yield the desired outcome,
ei@qre iqxreiqxe i@qr = ei@qr(iq +r)e i@qr = iq + @:q[r:; q] +O(q 1) ; (3.2)
where @q = @=@q, @qr = @qr and [r; q ] is   q. In addition this same non-
commutativity means that the transformation as in the above is not unitary since:
(@qr)y =  r  @q = r@q = @qr+ [r; @q] : (3.3)
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The transformation to yield a covariant description must therefore be extended, let us write
a transformation eiT and expansion in q as
eiT ; T =
X
n=1
T(n) ; T(n)(q) = 
 nT(n)(q) ; (3.4)
and so using the Baker-Campbell-Hausdor formula one can expand the matrix product
into a sum of nested commutators; for the rst few terms
eiT e iqxreiqxe iT = eiT (iq +r) e iT = iq   [T(1); q] +r +O(q 1) ; (3.5)
and to rst order
T(1) =
1
2
f@q ;rg+
1
4
f[@qr; @q ]; qg ; (3.6)
returns eiT (iq +r)e iT = iq + O(q 1). As in the case without gravity the eld strength
appears at order q 1, which reads
eiT (iq +r) e iT = iq   [T(2); q] 
1
2
[T(1); [T(1); iq]] + i[T(1);r] +O(q 2) : (3.7)
Here in contrast to the at case and once more due to the non-commutativity of r and
q& @q one has that terms like f[@q ;r];rg=2  [T1;r] with open derivatives together
with non covariant   terms appear. This is what complicates the procedure and means
one has to iterate and determine T(2) by canceling these terms. Solving for T(2) results in
T(2) =  
i
8
f[@qr; @q ];rg  
i
24
f@qr; [@qr; @q ] ; qg ; (3.8)
and
eiT (iq +r) e iT = iq + i
4
f@q ; [r ;r]g+
i
12
R::f@:2q ; qg+O(q 2) : (3.9)
where R::@
:2
q = R

@

q @

q . After solving for T(2) nonetheless the order q
 2 transformed
covariant derivative presents still open derivative and non-covariant terms and one iterates
the procedure to solve for T(3). An all-order solution for this transformation could not
be found here so the pertinent question is then how many orders in q 1 are required to
encompass UV divergences which are subject of study of this work; anticipating results
from section 4, the answer, for four dimensions, is two more terms,
T(3) =  
1
24
f[@qr; @q ][r; @q ];rg (3.10)
  1
48
f[@qr; @q ]@q ; [r;r ]g  
1
48
f[@qr; @q ][r; [@qr; @q ]]; qg+O([r; @q]2)
T(4) =  
i
288
f@qr; @qr; @qr; @q  ;rg+ i144f@qr; @qr; @q  @q ; [r;r ]g (3.11)
  i
1440
f@qr; @qr; @qr; @qr; @q  ; qg
+
i
240
f@qr; @qr; @q  r; @qr; @q ] ; qg
  i
1440
f@qr; @qr; @q  @qr; r; @q ] ; qg+O([r; @q])
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where by O([r; @q]n) we mean terms which are proportional to the connection   to the n
power (recall [r; @q]   @q) and vanish in an inertial frame  ! 0 as opposed to derivative
@nx  terms. It is rightful to drop the terms we have since the nal result for the covariant
derivative eiT (iq+r)e iT will be covariant and given the order we are working at, e.g. we
need to consider [T(3);r] so orders O([r; @q]) must be retained in T(3) but O([r; @q]2) can
be dropped as we do. If one however were to descend one more order these omitted terms
will be needed.
The transformation, to this order, turns the derivative iq +r into:
eiT (iq +r)e iT = iq + i
4
f@q ; [r ;r]g+
i
12
R::f@:2q ; qg (3.12)
  1
6
f[@qr; [r ;r]] ; @q g  
1
24
[r:; R::]f@:3q ; qg
  i
16
f[@qr; [@qr; [r ;r]]] ; @q g  
i
80
[r:; [r:; R::]]f@:4q ; qg
+
i
48
fR::@:3q ; [r:;r ]g+
7i
720
R::R

::f@:4q ; qg+O(q 4)
 i(q +K(R; q))
where given that (@q)
n is symmetric on its n indices and for brevity we collapse them into
`:' e.g. R@

q @

q = R::@
:2
q and we dened the `gravitational' covariant derivative K. The last
equality acts as a denition of the CDE transformation, that is, a transformation of r into
momentum space q which depends only on curvature (R) but not explicitly on connection ( )
r ! i(q+K(R)). To make this deniton explictit and introduce the notation K(n) we write
eiT e iqx(r)eiqxe iT i(q +K(R; q)); K =
X
n=1
K(n); K(n)(q) =  nK(n)(q): (3.13)
The paralell with internal local symmetry is clear and indeed the additon of a gauge eld
in r = @ + A +   will yield eld strengths F in eq. (3.12). In this regard the limit of
small curvature with internal symmetry yields a check on our result
K(R! 0; F; q) = 1
2
@qF +
1
3
@q@

q [D; F] 
1
8
(@:q)
3[D:; [D:; F:]] +O(q 4)
=
X
n
in(n+ 1)
(n+ 2)!
(@:q)
n [D:[: : : [D:| {z }
n 1 times
; F:(])
n 1 (3.14)
with the last line being the known [20] all-order result.
Obtaining the transformation that yields eq. (3.12) is somewhat involved but the pro-
cess has built-in consistency checks. The term T(i) rst enters e
iT (iq + r)e iT at order
i   1 through  [T(i); q] and it is determined by cancellation of open derivative and non-
covariant terms produced by lower order terms, e.g. [T(i 1);r]. One has that the number
of open derivative and non-covariant terms to be canceled exceeds the number of possible
structures in [T(i); q]. The system of equations is over-constrained which allows for checking
a solution obtained with some minimal set of equations against the remaining conditions.
The necessity of the anti-commutators f; g follows from requiring a unitary transformation
as sketched in eq. (3.3).
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The transformation on a background eld then (x) is, to this order:
eiT(x)e iT =  + i@q[r;]  1
2
@:2q [r:; [r:;]] 
i
6
@:3q [r:; [r:; [r:;]]] +O(q 4) (3.15)
=  + i@:q;:  
1
2
@:2q ;::  
i
6
@:3q ;::: +O(q 4) ?=
X
n
(i@:q)
n
n!
; :: ::|{z}
n times
;
with the `:' notation for @q of eq. (3.12). The expression coincides with the local internal
symmetry case up to the order we are working at which leads us to postulate the last
equality. One dierence to point out however it that the @q's are all to one side of the
commutators, which is relevant since [r; @q] 6= 0.
It is not always the case however that either r or a background eld is present, it is
sometimes both. Take for instance the following construction that appears on eq. (2.19)
eiT
 
(iq +r); +m2g

e iT = eiT (iq +r)e iT eiT;e iT +m2geiTe iT
=
 
iq + iK(1) +O(q 2)


 
; + i;?@
?
q +O(q 2)

+m2g(+ i;?@
?
q +O(q 2))
= iq; +m
2
g  q;?@?q +O(q 1) : (3.16)
This is the result for a piece of (2.19), itself part of the operator U in metric-space.
In summary we have that the transformation acts on covariant derivatives and back-
ground els as:
eiT e iqxO(r;(x))eiqxe iT = O(i(q +K); eiT(x)e iT )  O(i(q +K);T(x)) (3.17)
where we have dened the transformed background eld T.
3.2 Application to the second order variation of the action
All the operators obtained from the second order variation of the action have the structure
O  Ir2 + fr; Vg+ U(r; x) ; (3.18)
with the `identity' I being on whatever state we are considering both on Lorentz represen-
tation and internal space and U is a series in inverse powers of open derivatives r starting
at degree 0.
One has, after the transformation
eiT e iqxOeiqxe iT =  (q +K)2 + ifV; q +Kg+ U = (iq + iK + V)2 + U   V2 : (3.19)
where U , V are the transformed U , V with the usual expansion:
eiT e iqxUeiqxe iT  U U =
X
n=0
U(n) U(n)(q) =  nU(n)(q) (3.20)
eiT e iqxV eiqxe iT  V V =
X
n=0
V(n) V(n)(q) =  nV(n)(q) (3.21)
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As in conventional loop integrals a `shift' in our integration variable can remove the linear
term in V only now this `shift' is again a transformation of the operator (note that V is a
matrix in whatever spin-space is under consideration). The transformation eiV@q leaves:
eiV@q (iq + iK + V) e iV@q = iq   [V; q]@q +
i
2
[V@q ;V] + iK(1) + : : :
= iq + iK(1)   [[i@qr; V]; q]@q +
i
2
[V@

q ; V ] +O(q 2) (3.22)
= iq + iK(1) +
i
2
@q (r[V] + V[V]) 
i
2
@qr(V) +O(q 2) :
Higher order will enter our computation as well but as we shall see their contributions to
the UV divergent action cancel and we need not make them explicit here.
The nal form of the operator is
eiV@qeiT e iqxOeiqxe iT e iV@q   (q + eK)2 + eU ; (3.23)
with
eiV@qeiT e iqx(r+ V )eiqxe iT e iV@q  i(q + eK) ; (3.24)
eiV@qeiT e iqx(U   V 2)eiqxe iT e iV@q  eU ; (3.25)
and the action of the full transformation on a background eld is
eiVeiTe iT e iV =  + i@q[r;] 
@2q
2
[r; [r;]] +   
+ i@q[V; + i@q[r;] + : : : ] 
@2q
2
[V; [V; S^ + : : : ]] + : : : (3.26)
=  + i@q[r+ V;] 
@2q
2
[r; [r;]]
  @
2
q
2
[V; [V;]]  @2q [V; [r;]]  @q[@q[r; V ];] +O(q 3) : (3.27)
To close this section the derived transformation is applied to the operators obtained
from the second order action of eq. (2.6) in section 2 to second order in inverse loop
momenta.
Spin < 2. The case of lower spin (< 2) in this work has a simple operator, in particular
all the operators for spin (< 2) have V = 0 and U = e iqxUeiqx has only the zeroth term
in the large momenta expansion as follows
Scalar CFT scalar Weyl Fermion Gauge boson
U = m2  
R
6
  R
4

_
_  R  (3.28)
with the ghost c operator having U = R and the ghost c, U = 0. The expansion of U
in eq. (3.20) is then
U(0) = U ; U(1) = iU;:@:q ; U(2) =  
1
2
U;::@
:2
q ; (3.29)
and eU = U .
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Graviton. The case of the graviton has a linear term in r induced in our case by
fermions, this is extracted from eq. (2.25):
(V ) =  
2
16
 y"( (  g
)
) (3.30)
On the other hand U has accommodated in this case the mixed graviton-matter terms
produced after completing squares in the second order covariant action. These terms do
depend on open derivatives r a fact that can be used to tell them apart through the
denition
U = Us + Umx e
 iqxUseiqx = Us (3.31)
where with the variation computed in section 2 one has, for the single-species operator
[Us]


2
=  2

R ( )   gR + gg

(3.32)
+ g
 
;;  
gm
2

2
2
!
  1
2
;(;( g
)
)  
ig
(
( 
y() ;) + ) ;))
16
+ h:c:
+
g
4
 
g yi ;    
yi( ;)
2
!
+
g yi( ;)
4
+ h:c:
+ g

(FF )   g

4
(FF )

+ g(FF )   F(F )  
(FF )
(
( g
)
)
2
;
meanwhile the mixed term reads
[Umx]


2
=

g(;;)   g;

r +m2g
 1
r2 +m2
 r(;) + gm2 (3.33)
+
1
2
 
( ;)yg   ( 
;()y)
2
!
i

 !r
 
g
 ; + ( ;)

 

g[(F )]   gF 

r(r2  R) 1!r

g
[!
(F
]
)   gF!

:
In the notation of section 2, the open derivatives in Umx are r's whereas for derivatives
acting only on the background elds we have used the semicolon`;' notation. After the
transformation eiT one has, to second order, for the single-species contributionh
U s(0) V 2
i

2
= 2

R ( ) gR+gg

  
2
162
 y"( ( g
)
)  
y"!( ( g
)
) g!
  1
2

g(; g;

g(;) 
ggm
2

2
2
 
ig
(
( 
y() ;) +) ;))
16
+h:c:
+
g
4
 
g yi ;   
yi( ;)
2
!
+
g yi( ;)
4
+h:c: (3.34)
+
1
4

g[(F )] gF 
 
g[(F)] gF

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with higher orders being total derivatives as U s(1) = i[@qr;U s(0)], U s(2) =  [@qr; [@qr;U s(0)]]=2
and where we have rearranged the scalar and vector boson kinetic contributions in factor-
ized form, which is relevant when one compares with the mixed part of U which readsh
Umx(0)
i

2
=

g(;)   g;
 qq
q2
g(;)
 

g[(F )]   gF 
 qq
q2
 
g[(F)]   gF

; (3.35)
for the zeroth order and where we see that the same scalar and vector boson structures
appear; this is in agreement with both operators transforming covariantly and serves as
an internal consistency check. Whether it futhermore follows neccesarily that the same
structures appear in both operators and if there is a factorized form for the fermion con-
tribution it remains an open question, here we simply note that scalar and vector boson
terms appear in dierent linear combinations in eq. (3.34) and (3.35). The next order in
the mixed term ish
Umx(1)
i

2
=
 
( ;)
yg   ( 
;()y)
2
!
1
  q (g
 ; + ( ;)) (3.36)
  im
2

q2

gq(;) + (g
(;)   g;)qg

+ i

g(;)   g;

;

@q ;
qq(
q2

;)
  i

g[(F )]   gF 

;!

@!q ;
qq

q2
  
g[(F)]   gF

+ i
qq
q2

g(;)   g;

g(;)

;!
@!q
  iqq

q2

g[(F )]   gF 
  
g[(F)]   gF

;!
@!q ;
whereas for second orderh
Umx(2)
i

2
=

g(;)   g;

K(1)
q
q2
+
q
q2
K(1)  
q
q2
n
q;K(1)
o q
q2

g(;) (3.37)
 

g[(F )]   gF 

K(1)
q
q2
+
q
q2
K(1)  
q
q2

q;K(1)
	 q
q2

  g[(F)]   gF
+

g[(F )]   gF 
 qR ! q
q4
 
g[!(F)]   gF!

  1
2

g(;)   g;

;::

@:2q ;
qq
q2

g(;)
 

g(;)   g;

;:

@:q;
qq
q2

g(;)!@
!
q  
m4
2gg
q2
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+m2
 
(q()   g(q;)) 1
q2
g;!@
!
q + g
;:@
:
q
1
q2
q(;)
+ (q()   g(q;)) 1
q4
(q(;))
!
+
1
2

g[(F )]   gF 

;::

@:2q ;
qq

q2
  
g[(F)]   gF

+

g[(F )]   gF 

;:

@:q;
qq

q2
  
g[(F)]   gF

;!
@!q
+ i

@q ;
q
q2
 
( ;!)
y!g   ( 
;()y)
2
!
;
(g
 ; + ( ;))
+ ( total derivative) :
The last transformation, eiV@q , together with the denition in eq. (3.25) determineseU(0) = U(0)   V 2 where for convenience this combination has been given in eq. (3.34). In
particular since V is itself q-independent we allocate V 2 to eU s and so being expliciteU s(0) = U s(0)   V 2 ; eU s(1) = i[@qr; eU s(0)] + i[@qV; eU s(0)] ; (3.38)
and the second ordereU s(2) = i[V @q; i[@qr; eU s(0)]]  12[[@qr; [@qr; eU s(0)]]  12[V @q; [V @q; eU s(0)]]  [[r; V ]@2q ; eU s(0)] ;
(3.39)
Meanwhile for the mixed term we haveeUmx(0) = eUmx(0) ; eUmx(1) = Umx(1) + i[V @q;Umx(1) ] ; (3.40)
and a second ordereUmx(2) = Umx(2) + i[V @q;Umx(1) ]  12[V @q; [V @q;Umx(0) ]]  [[r; V ]@2q ; eUmx(0) ] : (3.41)
With these transformed operators one is in a position to evaluate the one loop action.
4 Evaluation of the operator trace
The evaluation has now been cast into the log of the trace of the transformed operator
eiV@qeiT e iqxOeiqxe iT e iV@q =  (q + ~K)2 + eU ; (4.1)
where the transformation eiqxe iT has turned open derivatives into functions of the com-
mutator [r;r] and eiV@q has removed a possible linear term in r. However just like r
did not commute with @q & q so does its commutator, [r;r]. To illustrate the relevance of
this fact let us rearrange the rst term in K as
K(1) =
1
4

@q ; [r ;r]
	
+
1
12
R::fq ; @:2q g (4.2)
=
1
2
@q [r ;r] +
1
4

[r ;r]; @q

+
1
6
R::q@
:2
q +
1
12
R::[@
:2
q ; q ] (4.3)
=
1
2
@q [r ;r] +
1
3
@qR +
1
6
R::q@
:2
q : (4.4)
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In this way the commutator acts solely on whatever lies to the right of K(1). The case foreK(1) is not qualitatively dierent but for completeness it is
eK(1) = @q 12([r ;r] +r[V] + V[V])  12r(V) + 13R

+
R::
6
q@
:2
q : (4.5)
When the commutator is acting on the eld we are integrating over, i.e. [r ;r] is to its
rightmost in the operator of eq. (4.1), one has, depending on the spin of the eld,
[r;r ] = 0 [r;r ] = 
[ab]
8
ea;e

bR

 (4.6)
[r;r ]A = RA [r;r ]T = RT  +RT ; (4.7)
so it is useful to dene
[r;r ](Field )  R(Field ) : (4.8)
In a way analogous to creation and annihilation operator rearrangement one can put in
the form of eq. (4.4) all terms in the expansion, i.e. the commutator [r;r] to its rightmost
position and all @q to the right of q's, e.g. the rst order in fq;Kg in this form
O  q;K(1)	 =  R6 + q@q

R +
1
3
R

+
1
3
R? ?:: q
2
?@
:2
q ; (4.9)
with the notation R? ?:: q
2
? = R
 
:: qq whereas for the tilded case
O 
n
q; eK(1)o =  R6  rV + q@q

~R +
1
3
R  r(V)

+
1
3
R? ?:: q
2
?@
:2
q ; (4.10)
where we have dened
~R = R +r[V] + V[V] ; (4.11)
the fact that this structure arranges as [r+V;r+V ] suggests a combined transformation
in place of eiT ei@qV might simplify the algebra. Nevertheless here such option is not pursued
since in contrast to the universal r, the action of V might be conned to a single operator.
In the form of eq. (4.10) the hermiticity is not an obvious property yet it is more
adequate for computations since all commutators are `evaluated' as opposed to @q, for
whom it is still left to specify what is acts on. For this purpose let us rewrite the one
loop correction introducing m2, (not to be confused with the scalar mass m2) the one loop
action of eq. (2.5):
i
2
tr log(O +m2) = i
2
Z
ddxddq
(2)d
Z
dm2tr[(O +m2) 1] (4.12)
=
i
2
Z
ddxddq
(2)d
Z
dm2tr[( q2 +m2   f eK; qg   eK2 + U) 1]
=   i
2
Z
ddxddq
(2)d
Z
dm2
X
tr

1
q2  m2 (
eU   fq; eKg   eK2)n 1
q2  m2

where the order of integration shall be kept as above and m2 will, at the end of the
calculation here, be taken to 0 but in general it is useful to keep it as an IR regulator as
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not all terms converge for m2 ! 0. Once all terms in ~K; eU are in the form of eq. (4.10)
only @q is left to act on propagators and other terms in the expansion to its right. After
allowing all @q to make their way to the right the result will be momenta q contracted with
Lorentz tensors made out of the background elds. The momentum dependence in q after
loop integration will yield tensors built out of the metric (recall q is a covariant object q,
q2 = qqg
).
With our expansion of ~K; eU in its dimensions in loop momenta we can organize the
eective action; the rst order is O(qd 2);
tr log(O +m2) (4.13)
=
Z
ddxddqdm2
(2)d

1
q2  m2
eU(0)   fq; eK(1)g 1q2  m2

+O(qd 4)
Taking for demonstration a scalar eld and with the result in eq. (4.10)Z
ddxddq
(2)d
Z
dm2
1
q2  m2
 
U(0)   fq;K(1)g
 1
q2  m2 (4.14)
=
Z
ddxddq
(2)d
Z
dm2
1
q2  m2

1
6
R 

R: +
1
3
R:

q@q   1
3
R? ?:: q
2
?@
:2
q

1
q2  m2
=
Z
ddx
R
6
Z
ddq
(2)d(q2  m2)
which for dimensional regularization is non vanishing (when m2 ! 0) only for d = 2 and
contributes for N scalars the well-known N=(24) to Weyl's anomaly (the ` 26=24'
contribution for the bosonic string we cannot reproduce since Weyl scaling was not taken
as local symmetry). The focus of this paper is however d = 4 and the UV divergences
contained in the next non-vanishing order O(qd 4):
tr log(O+m2) =O(qd 2) (4.15)
+
Z
ddxddq
(2)d
Z
dm2


eU(2) fq; eK(3)g  eK2(1)+eU(0) fq; eK(1)g2+O(qd 6)
where for brevity we introduced  = (q2 m2) 1 and this is the integral at the core of our
computation. This expression, safe for the term ~K(3), resembles the static at background
case [20] taking loosely speaking K as our (eld strength)@q.
4.1 Ultraviolet divergences
Given the main novel result of this work, i.e. the covariant derivative in eq. (3.12), eq. (4.15)
can be evaluated in a straight-forward way as done for the O(qd 2) term sketched above
and in particular the UV terms can be computed with the regularization of choice. The
amount of algebra now nonetheless makes it more digestible to split the computation into
sections and introduce some minimal notation. Here dimensional regularization will be
employed and the following denition for an integral and propagatorZ
d Q  lim
d!4
82(4  d)
i
pjgj
Z
ddqdm2
(2)d
;   1
q2  m2 ; (4.16)
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Figure 1. Schematic of the UV divergent curvature terms at one loop.
casts the UV contributions subject of this work as
LUV =
1
(4)2(4  d)
Z
d Q
X
tr

( eU   fq; eKg   eK2)n  (4.17)
 1
(4)2(4  d)
Z
d Q (Is + Imx) ; (4.18)
where
Is =


eU s(2)   fq; eK(3)g   eK2(1)+ eU s(0)   fq; eK(1)g2 ; (4.19)
Imx =

 eUmx(2) +  eUmx(0) 2 + n eUmx(0) ;eU s(0)   fq; eK(1)go ; (4.20)
encode the contributions from single-spin species running in the loop and mixed contribu-
tions respectively. The following sections are concerned with the part of the eective action
computation for each of these two cases: single species loops 4.1.1 (Is), and mixed-species
loops 4.1.2 (Imx).
4.1.1 Single species loops
The integration of a given spin eld results in the UV divergent terms of eqs. (4.18) with
Is = 
eU s(2)   fq; eK(3)g   eK2(1) + eU s(0)   fq; eK(1)g2  ; (4.21)
this subsection carries out the loop integrals and yields the 1-loop corrections.
Let us start with Z
d Qtr( eU s(2)) ; (4.22)
here total derivatives are neglected and hence the  [r; [r; eU s(0)]]@2q=2 (with eU s(0) = U s V 2)
piece in Us(2) as per eq. (3.39) can be ignored, whereas for the remainder of eU2
eU s(2) + [r; [r; eU s(0)]]@2q2 = i[V @q; i[r; eU s(0)]@q]  12[V @q; [V @q; eU s(0)]]  [[r; V ]@2q ; eU s(0)]
= i[V; i[r; eU s(0)]]@2q   12[V; [V; eU s(0)]]@2q   [[r; V ]; eU s(0)]@2q (4.23)
where we used that [@q; eU s(0)] = [@q; V ] = 0 in the second line. This form makes clear that
these are commutators of matrices which yield zero when traced over. One has that for the
mixed pieces [@q;Umx(i) ] 6= 0 and these terms do contribute, as made explicit in section 4.1.2.
On the other hand the results of tilding K(3) are terms which vanish when tracing over
them or of the form ofZ
d Qfq; ( eK(3)  K(3))g  Z d Qfq; i[V @q;K(2)]g (4.24)
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where
[V @q;K(2) ] =  
1
6
f[V @q; [@qr; [r ;r]]] ; @q g  
1
24
R::;:f@:3q ; V

@q ; q
g (4.25)
which, regardless of the matrix structure contained, involve the vanishing integralZ
d Qfq; @3qg = 0 ; (4.26)
and so one can drop the tilde and consider K(3) only. Given these cancellations and total
derivative terms the part relevant of eq. (4.21) is:


 fq;K(3)g   eK2(1) + eU s(0)   fq; eK(1)g2 
=  

q;
1
48
fR::@:3q ; [r:;r ]g+
7
720
f(R::R::@:4q ; qg

 (4.27)
 

@q

1
2
([r ;r] +r[V] + V[V]) 
1
2
r(V) +
1
3
R

+
R::
6
q@
:2
q
2

+


eU s(0) + 16R+rV  
 eR + 1
3
R  r(V)

q@q  
R ::
3
q2@
:2
q
2
 :
Here the detailed loop integral computation is not made explicit for all terms, rather it is
carried out for the rst term of eq. (4.27) since this is the novel term that diers with the
at metric case. First, via the relation
fA; fB;Cgg = ffA;Bg; Cg+ [B; [C;A]] = 2fA;BgC + [C; fA;Bg] + [B; [C;A]] (4.28)
one has, making all q dependence explicit,
7
720
R::R
 
::
Z
ddqdm2
(2)d
1
q2 m2
 
4qq@
:4
q +2g(:q)@
:3
q +g
:
g
:
@
:2
q
 1
q2 m2 (4.29)
=
7
720
R::R
 
::
Z
ddqdm2
(2)d
 
 2
g:g
:
g
::
(12)
(q2 m2)3
+
8
(q2 m2)4

g:g
:
q
:2
(12) +2g(:q)q
:g::(12) +4qqg
::g::(3)

  96
(q2 m2)5

g:(q)q
:3
(4) +2qqq
:2g::(12)

+1536
qqq
:4
(q2 m2)6
!
=
7
720
1
3

R2::+
3
2
R2::::
Z 
ddq
(2)dq4
+O

m2
q6

(4.30)
where R2:::: = RR
, the purple subscript indicates the multiplicity in terms from
symmetrizing in `:' indices and we used RR
 = R2::::=2. Even if somewhat involved
the contrast with conventional Feynman-diagram techniques makes this integral, the basic
element of the computation, a relatively simple exercise whereas no knowledge of the heat-
kernel method or De-Witt coecients was required.
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The other term in K(3) adds up with the above to yield:Z
ddqdm2
(2)d


q;K(3)
	
 =

7
720
  1
48

1
3

R2:: +
3
2
R2::::
Z
ddq
(2)dq4
+O

m2
q2

(4.31)
The loop integration for the left-over terms in (4.27) follows the above lines and results
in, with the abbreviated notation of (4.16), one of the main results here derivedZ
d Q Is =
Z
d Q



 fq; eK(3)g   eK2(1) + eU s(0)   fq; eK(1)g2  (4.32)
=

R2::::
180
  R
2
::
180

tr(I) +
1
12
tr

~R ~R


+
1
2
tr
eU s(0) + R6
2
+ (total der:)
This 1 loop result has long been available in the literature, see [10, 12, 39], yet the emphasis
here is the new computational technique. In this regard the universal formulae for the at
case taking [F ]
a
b ! R reproduces all terms except the rst one which `counts' the
degrees of freedom, is connected to the a theorem and has been explicitly computed here.
If one splits the contribution by the dimension of the operators, for the action of eq. (2.6)
and according to eq. (3.34) the sum runs from a CC term to dimension twelve (see [33] for
a study of the operator basis) which here we organize as
Is =
6X
n=0
2n 4I2ns (m ; ; R; ;  ; F ) (4.33)
where the action taken as a function of only one dimensionfull parameter  1 = Mpl=
p
8
and ratios m  m22,   2. A set of diagrams, which although incomplete repre-
sents all the possible external elds is given in gures 1{3.
Let us look at the curvature square (R2) terms explicitly caring for the ghosts contri-
butions as well in the structure of eq. (4.32):
Field tr(I)(R2::::  R2::)=180 tr(R2)=12 tr( eU(0) +R=6)2=2 (4.34)
Ghost(c) ( 2)
"
4

R2::::
180
  R
2
::
180

+
1
12
( R2::::) +
1
2

R2:: +
4
9
R2
#
Metric 10

R2::::
180
  R
2
::
180

+
1
12
( 6R2::::) +
1
2

3R2::::   4R2:: +
22
36
R2

Scalar

R2::::
180
  R
2
::
180

+
1
2

R
6
2
CFT Scalar

R2::::
180
  R
2
::
180

Weyl Fermion ( 1)
"
2

R2::::
180
  R
2
::
180

+
1
12
( 1)
4
R2:::: +
1
2
R2
72
#
Vector boson 4

R2::::
180
  R
2
::
180

+
1
12
( R2::::) +
1
2

R2::  
2
9
R2

Ghost(c) ( 2)
"
R2::::
180
  R
2
::
180

+
1
2

R
6
2 #
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Figure 2. Schematic of UV divergent matter terms at one loop where T stands for the stress
energy tensor so schematically T  2 +  2 + F 2.
T
R
T 
T T
R
Figure 3. Schematic of the UV divergent terms at one loop.
If there are N scalars, N fermions and NA (spin 1) gauge bosons the contribution reads
R2::::

N   13NA
180
+
7N 
720

+R2::

2N  N + 88NA
180

+R2

2N  N   20NA
144

and so for the SM input Ni = f4; 45; 12g. One can also project onto the basis of Euler
number density ( ~R2:::: = R
2
::::   4R2:: +R2) and Weyl tensor (C2:::: = R2::::   2R2:: +R2=3) and
a total derivative (rJ = R2:::: +R2:: + 3R2) with the transformation0B@ c ~RcC
crJ
1CA = 1
22
0B@ 39 6  15 19  8 9
2 2 6
1CA
0B@ cR::::cR::
cR
1CA (4.35)
for the coecients of each operator to check that the trace anomaly is reproduced as in
e.g. [40]. The remaining terms are contained in R2 or ( eU +R=6)2 and are straightforward
to obtain. Here we do not reproduce them all but give for scope the lowest dimensional
operators generated
Z
d Q (I0s + I2s ) =
1
2
m4tr(I) + 52 +
 
m2
6
tr(I) +
4
3

!
R+ 8m2
22 (4.36)
where this contribution together with those in eq. (4.34) encapsulates all spin  1 contri-
butions and on the other end the highest dimensional term generated isZ
d Q I12s =
458
2048

 y 
4
; (4.37)
which produces an 8-point amplitude that grows with energy E as 8E4.
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Figure 4. Non-exhaustive set of diagrams for mixed contributions.
4.1.2 Mixed contributions in the loop
Diagrams with internal particles of dierent spin contribute terms like those in gure 4
and the UV divergences that they give rise to in the eective action readZ
d QImx =
Z
d Q

 eUmx(2) + neU s(0)   nq; eK(1)o ; eUmx(0) o+  eUmx(0) 2 : (4.38)
Let us rst address the eU(2) term which is given in terms of U in eqs. (3.35){(3.37)
eUmx(2) = Umx(2) + i[V @q;Umx(1) ]]  12[V @q; [V @q;Umx(0) ]]  [[r; V ]@2q ;Umx(0) ] : (4.39)
Tracing over these operators one can simplify to
tr( eUmx(2)   Umx(2) ) = triV [@q;Umx(1) ]]  12[V @q; [V @q;Umx(0) ]]  [r; V ][@2q ;Umx(0) ]

; (4.40)
since for algebraic commutators like [V; eUmx(0) ] one has a vanishing trace. Given the structure
in eq. (3.35) and the result Z
d Q

@:2q ;
qq
q2

 = 0 ; (4.41)
the last term in eq. (4.40) cancels. The rst term on the r.h.s. of eq. (4.40) contains the
integralsZ
d Q

@q ;
q
q2

 =
g
2
;
Z
d Q

@q ;
qq
q2

@q =
1
12
gg   1
6
g(g

) ; (4.42)
so thatZ
d Q (i[@q ;Umx(1) ]) =
i
2
 
( ;)
yg   ( 
;()y)
2
!
(g
: ;: + ( ;)) (4.43)
+
m2
2

gg(;) + (g
(;)   g;)g g

 

1
12
g!g   1
6
g(g
!
)
 
g(;)   g;

g(;)
 

g[(F )]   gF 
  
g[(F)]   gF

g
!
;!
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however when tracing the above times V / "::g all terms but the fermionic one cancel:Z
d Qtr(iV [@q;Umx(1) ]) (4.44)
=
4
16

10 y; ; y   2 y;( ;) y   6i( y; ;)( y )"

:
The remaining term in eq. (4.40) cancels as can be seen as follows introducing the notation
Umx(0) = Umx;(0) qq=q2 = Umx;??(0) q2?=q2
tr

V @q;

V @q;Umx;??(0)
q2?
q2

= tr

V @q; V:Umx;??(0)

@:q;
q2?
q2

+
h
V;Umx;??(0)
i q2?
q2
@:q

(4.45)
= tr

V:V:Umx;??(0)

@:2q ;
q2?
q2

+ V:
h
V:;Umx;??(0)
i 
@:q;
q2?
q2

@:q

again given that the integral in eq. (4.41) cancels one hasZ
d Qtr([V @q; [V @q;Umx(0) ]]) =

1
12
gg   1
6
g( g
)


tr(V
h
V ;Umx;(0)
i
) (4.46)
=

1
12
gg   1
6
g( g
)


tr([V; V ];Umx;(0) ]) = 0 :
The terms in eq. (4.40) then reduce to:Z
d Q
eUmx(2)   Umx(2)  (4.47)
=
4
16

10 y; ; y   2 y;( ;) y   6i( y; ;)( y )"

:
Now we turn to the term Umx(2) given in eq. (3.37). Useful relations for the trace of the
operator are
(g(;)   g;)g(;) = 2;;g ; (4.48)
g[(F )]   gF 
;  
g[(F)]   gF

;
= 4F;F; + 2g

F
;F; ; (4.49)
(q()   gq;) 1
q2
g;:@
:
q + g
;:@
:
q
1
q2
q(;) = 2;
;

@q ;
q
q2

; (4.50)
and the possible integrals reduce to those in eqs. (4.42), (4.41) plus the followingZ
d Q

K(1)
q
q2
+
q
q2
K(1)  
q
q2

q;K(1)
	 q
q2

 =
gR+ 2R
24
; (4.51)
so that the result isZ
d Q

Umx(2)

 =
2
3

F;F;   2F;F;   2F;F ;

+ 3m2
22;   4m422
+
i2
2
 
( ;)
yg   ( 
;()y)
2
!
;
(g
 ; + ( ;)) (4.52)
+
2
2
R2;: +
2
6
R(FF )  2
2
3
(FFR) ; (4.53)
where (FFR) = FFR
.
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The square of the eUmx(0) term involves a trace and a simple integral, carrying on the
notation of eq. (4.47), they combine into,Z
d Qtr

 eUmx(0) 2  = tr(Umx;(0) Umx;!(0) )gg! + g(g!)48
= 244; +
74
6
(FF )2 +
44
3
(FFFF ) + 34(;FF;) ; (4.54)
where (FF ) =trFF = FF
, (FFFF ) = F abFbcF
cdFda.
Lastly the crossed term, given the integralsZ
d Q

;
qq
q2

=
g
4
;
Z
d Q


qq
q2
;fq;K(1)g

=  R
6
g
4
; (4.55)
results inZ
d Q
n
 eUmx(0) ;eU s(0) fq; eK(1)go = 14treUmx;(0) g( eU s(0) +R=6)
=
2
4
h eU s(0)i


g(;)(g
(;) g;)  g[(Fg] gFg[(F )] gF 
+
2
3
R2; +
2
2
(FF )R; (4.56)
So to summarize, we have thatZ
d QImx =
Z
d Q

 eUmx(2) +neU s(0) nq; eK(1)o ; eUmx(0) o+ eUmx(0) 2
=
2
4
h eU s(0)i


g(;)(g
(;) g;)  g[(F)] gFg[(F )] gF 
+
4
16

10 y; ; y  2 y;( ;) y  6i( y; ;)( y )"

+
2
3

F;:F;: 2F;:F:; 2F;F ;::

+3m2
22;  4m422
+
i2
2
 
( ;)yg  ( 
;()y)
2
!
;
(g
: ;:+( ;))
+244; +
74
6
(FF )2 +
44
3
(FFFF )+34(;FF;)
+
52
6
R2;:+
22
3
(R(FF ) (FFR)) ; (4.57)
and the dimension of operators generated goes from 2 to 10.
The computation here presented, compiled in eqs. (3.28), (3.34), (4.18){(4.20), (4.32){
(4.37), (4.57) has been checked against: i) for the curvature squared contributions from
spin 0, 1/2, 1 particles, results from the trace anomaly, e.g. [40], ii) for gravity with a scalar
eld with ref. [35] and iii) for gravity plus a spin 1 eld with ref. [37], the latter two after
use of the equations of motion.
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5 Comparison with Schwinger-DeWitt coecient computation
The previous section dealt extensively with the complete renormalization of Hilbert-
Einstein gravity with CC and spin 0, 1/2 and 1 matter and applies to the Standard Model
of particle physics. In the midst of all the components of the previous computation the
advantages and disadvantages of the new method presented here are not in accessible dis-
play. Some of the diculties in loop computations in gravity might be after all intrinsic
at least in our present scheme of quantum eld theory. It is best therefore to put the
technique introduced here side-by-side with known computational methods to appreciate
its characteristics. In this section we compare with the prevailing technique for quantum
computations in gravity, the heat kernel method and computation of Schwinger-DeWitt
coecients.
The heat kernel is a coordinate space method which involves solving a partial dier-
ential equation (PDE) resembling the heat equation in d + 1 dimensions and an integral
over `proper time'. The method presented in this letter in contrast is in momentum-
representation (for the eld we are integrating over; background elds are in coordinate
representation) and gives the result in terms of loop integrals. Both techniques maintain a
covariant description all throughout.
In mathematical terms the two methods are two avenues for the computation of a func-
tional determinant, or to be precise its logarithm. We will therefore present the expression
of said functional quantity in both cases rst to later unfold the central equations into the
core computations required for the application of each. For notational cohesion let us call
the operator whose determinant we evaluate as O which is the second covariant derivative
of the action w.r.t. elds O =  D2S. The quantity of interest is therefore
det(O) = exp (tr(log(O))) : (5.1)
The operator O contains up to two derivatives and depends on the background elds, so
it reads
O = rr + U((x)) ; (5.2)
where (x) is meant to represent background elds including the curvature R(x).
5.1 Heat kernel in brief
In the heat kernel technique, which we present here following the formulation in [12], one
writes the inverse of O or Green function making use of Schwinger's representation [5] of
the propagator:
 O +m2G(x; y) =  d(x  y) G = i Z 1
0
dei(O+m
2) (5.3)
where O in the l.h.s. is in x coordinates, (@ = @=@x). The logarithm then can be written
as
log(O) =  i
Z
dm2
Z
dei(O+m
2) =  
Z
d

eiO (5.4)
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where m2 serves much the same purpose as in our formalism, i.e. writing a logarithm
as an integral over an inverse, eq. (4.12). What keeps eq. (5.4) from being a tautology
is application of the heat equation solving machinery on the exponentiated operator. In
particular we have:
Ker(x; y; )  eiO @
i@
Ker(x; y; ) = OKer(x; y; ) (5.5)
in our case
@
i@
Ker = (+ U) Ker (5.6)
which for a potential-less case U = 0 resembles the heat kernel equation in (euclidean)
d + 1 dimensions for the spreading of heat in a body with unit diusivity. In a nutshell
therefore
tr(log(O)) =  
Z
d

tr (Ker) =  
Z
d

Z
d4x
p
jgjKer(x; x; ) (5.7)
where Ker is the solution to the PDE (5.5), which in the present case is a second-order
eq. (5.6).
5.2 Covariant momentum representation in brief
Instead in the covariant momentum representation and without the need to review it twice
(see section 3), this same tr(log) reads
tr(log(O)) =
Z
ddxddq
(2)d
log

eiT e iqxO(r;)eiqxe iT )

(5.8)
=
Z
ddxddq
(2)d
log (O(i(q +K);T)) (5.9)
The dening property of the transformation is that K does only depend on the connection
  implicitly through the curvature and its derivatives (and if internal local symmetries are
present it depends on gauge elds (A) only through eld strengths (F)), that is:
eiT e iqxreiqxe iT  iq + iK(R; q) (5.10)
Both K and T depend on q (and @q) and admit an expansion in inverse powers of loop
momenta as
K =
1X
n=1
K(n); K(n)(q) =  nK(n)(q); T =
1X
n=0
in
n!
(@q)
n [r[: : : [r| {z }
n times
;(])n : (5.11)
While K can be found to all orders for internal gauge symmetry, in the case of gravity we
had to solve iteratively in K(n) up till 3rd order. On the other hand the transformation
in T to the order we worked at coincides in form with the internal symmetry case. This
leads us to postulate T as in eq. (5.11) even if we only explicitly tested it to 3rd order.
Lastly although not strictly necessary (one could evaluate the expression (5.9)
with (5.11) as it is) we write the logarithm as an integral in m2 just like in the heat
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kernel and expand on the `free' term of the second derivative of the action
tr log(O) =
Z
d4xd4q
(2)4
Z
dm2
1
O(i(q +K);T) +m2 (5.12)
=  
Z
ddxddq
(2)d
Z
dm2
1
q2  m2 + fq;Kg+K2   U
=  
Z
d4xd4q
(2)4
Z
dm2
X
n

1
q2  m2
 U   fq;Kg   K2n 1
q2  m2 (5.13)
where U() = U(T). The series in powers of q 1 for K and U plugged into eq. (5.13) after
evaluation of @q's on the functions to their rights leaves the result in terms of a conventional
integral.
5.3 Core computations in heat kernel
The computation at the core of this method is the solution of a PDE, the heat equation in
d+ 1 dimensions. In order to solve it one writes the kernel as
Ker(x; y; ) =
i
p
D(x; y)
(4i)d=2
exp

i
(x; y)
2


(x; y; ) (5.14)
where  is the world function and D is the Van Vleck-Morette determinant, dened as
 =
1
2

 ;  =
@
@x
 ; D =
det @2(x; y)@x@y
 ; (5.15)
Whereas the operator 
 which acts on the eld space is decomposed as [6]

(x; y; ) =
X
(i)nan(x; y) (5.16)
So the computation is translated to nding the coecients an, dubbed Schwinger-DeWitt
coecients or Sheley-DeWitt coecients with the initial condition a0(x; x) = 1 (one has
(x; x) = 0).
The PDE on the coecients returns a system which can be solved iteratively and reads
(n+ 1)an+1 + 
ran+1 = D 1=2( D1=2an) + Uan ; n  0 ; (5.17)
with D(x; y) =
pjg(x)j D(x; y)pjg(y)j. For the solution of these equations and in partic-
ular nding the coecients in the coincidence limits an(x; x) one makes use of a covariant
Taylor series of , D as well as the coecients a. Here we do not compute these explicitly
but refer to eqs. (4.16-4.33) and note added in proof of ref. [12].
Back into the original equation one has
tr(log(O)) =   i
(4)d=2
Z p
jgjddx
Z
d

(i)n d=2an(x; x) (5.18)
at which point is pertinent to examine the mass dimensions of  , an. Although  is some-
times referred as proper time it has dimension of (mass) 2 and so an has dimension 2n. In
the absence of a potential then one has an as a function of curvature and its derivatives only
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as an  (r)2n 2R with some of the terms possibly combining two derivatives into further
powers of R. In the presence of U which has dimension 2 one could have a number of com-
binations of powers of U and its derivatives/curvature adding up to 2n i.e. (r)2kUn k with
k  n. It is useful to note that an does not depend on the dimensionality d of space-time.
The rst two non-trivial terms in eq. (5.18), those for a1;2, contain an integral in 
which diverges for  ! 0 and correspond to ultraviolet divergent terms. In dimensional
regularization only a2 is non-zero and gives logarithmically divergent terms which were the
subject of study of section 4.
5.4 Core computations in covariant momentum representation
The main computational hurdle in this case is nding the curvature dependent q+K(R) as
the transformed eiT e iqxreiqxe iT = eiT (iq+r)e iT . As reviewed in section 3 the dier-
ence between the exactly solvable internal local symmetry case with T = @qD and gravity
stems from the non-commutativity [r ; q] 6= 0 and here we could only solve it order by or-
der. For this purpose we write T in a series in inverse powers of q, expand the transformedr
using the Baker-Campbell-Hausdor formula and iteratively solve; eqs. (3.5) and (3.7) con-
tain the rst and second order equations respectively. The resulting K's rst few terms read:
K = i
4

@q ; [r ;r]
	
+
i
12
R
n
@q @

q ; q
o
+O(q 2) (5.19)
which shows how K is an operator in momentum representation both dependent on q and
@q. The iterative solution for K(n) in terms of lower orders does have a parallel in the
iterative solution of an in the heat kernel, even if in the latter involves a PDE.
Evaluation of the logarithm then implies substitution of the series in K of eq. (5.11) in
eq. (5.13) which at present nonetheless we can only evaluate to order q 6ddq. A dimensional
analysis on the dependence on background elds will reveal again which terms does one
capture given the order in q 1. One has that K(n) scales with curvature and its derivatives
as rn 1R with some of the terms possibly combining two derivatives into further powers
of R. For the case of U(n) one has scaling as (r)nU(0) with U(0) = U having mass dimension
2 and being made up of background elds (x).
To be explicit the expansion and the terms up to order q 6ddq in the logarithm read:
tr(log(O)) =  
Z
ddxddqdm2
(2)d
X
n

1
q2  m2
 
jU(j)  

q;jK(j)
	  (jK(j)2n 1q2  m2
=  
Z
ddxddqdm2
(2)d
1
q2  m2
 
U(0)  

q;K(1)
	 1
q2  m2 (5.20)
 
Z
ddxddqdm2
(2)d
1
q2  m2

U(2)  

q;K(3)
	 K2(1) 1q2  m2
 
Z
ddxddqdm2
(2)d

1
q2  m2
 
U(0)  

q;K(1)
	2 1
q2  m2 +O(q
 6ddq)
The remaining computation for the eective action is straightforward yet to be precise it
involves, in this order, i) letting the @q inside K and U act on the functions of q to their
right, ii) doing the m2 integral iii) doing the loop integrals in q. The expression for the
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trace log in this case presents more terms for a given order than the heat kernel yet this
also means that if one is interested in a specic term in the eective action, say UkRnrs,
it can be spotted and calculated exclusively.
The connection between the two methods can then be laid out order by order given
our dimensional analysis and it reads, for the rst two:
i
(4)d=2
Z
id
(i)d=2
a1(x; x) =
Z
ddqdm2
(2)d
1
q2  m2
 
U(0)  

q;K(1)
	 1
q2  m2 (5.21)
i
(4)d=2
Z
id
(i)d=2 1
a2(x; x) =
Z
ddqdm2
(2)d

1
q2  m2
 
U(0)  

q;K(1)
	2 1
q2  m2 (5.22)
+
Z
ddqdm2
(2)d
1
q2  m2

U(2)  

q;K(3)
	 K2(1) 1q2  m2 :
The summary of this method-comparison is then
 The heat kernel is a position-representation method and involves solving a set of
PDEs (5.17) for Schwinger-DeWitt coecients an of expansion (5.16) and an integral
in  for the nal expression (5.18). The coecients an have mass dimension 2n and
in eq. (5.18) the UV behaviour of the theory can be extracted from the limit  ! 0.
 The covariant momentum representation method requires instead solving algebraic
equations for the operator K expanded in powers of q 1 and loop integrals in the
nal expression (5.13) (so conventional dimensional analysis applies to e.g. extract
UV divergences). This method treats on equal footing internal and space-time lo-
cal symmetries starting from the covariant derivative even if the procedure is more
involved for gravity.
Both methods are valid for d dimensions as made explicit in the exposition above and
maintain a covariant description throughout.
6 Conclusions
A novel method for computing loop corrections in gravity was presented based on a covari-
ant derivative expansion in momentum representation. The generalization for the covariant
derivative expansion to gravity was carried out explicitly to 3rd order in inverse loop mo-
menta and employed to compute the one loop UV divergences in Hilbert-Einstein gravity
with a cosmological constant  and spin 0, 1/2 and 1 matter. Our results apply therefore
to the elementary action for gravitational interactions which it is believed describes the
universe today (provided dark matter is a particle of spin  1) and are summarized in
eqs. (3.28), (3.34), (4.18){(4.20), (4.32){(4.37), (4.57). While the selected target here was
the UV, this technique could be extended to obtain the full one loop action in a universal
formula akin to the at case and in doing so study the model independent properties of
gravity on the IR. This extension would require pushing to higher orders in inverse loop
momenta in the covariant derivative expansion which stands as a computational challenge.
Ination or the recent interest on low energy consequences of the UV completion of gravity
are elds where this technique could be put to use.
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